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Abstract: Nadrag locality had an complex development with ascension 
and descent moments. In present she search a way of development which 
lead to social life remediation. These studies made in August 2009, has 
followed the identification of some components of sustainable 
development with fast implementation and small efforts. Nadrag area 
have an old industrial history (which in present is represented just an 
fiuw sites). To understand very well the area’s development it’s useful to 
made an study including and the adjancent areas of Nadrag. The paper is 
an case study of Nadrag locality, representing the development stages of 
mining industry; the valleys, the coast galleries (old mines), the caves; the 
railwai network which can be the potentials tourist for a disadvantaged 
area. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 
In the all development stages, Nadrag locality was part of social and 

industrial development network; the industrial development factors are: 
- the roads which allowed the migration of workforce, the exploitation 

of ore, the transportation of food and industrial products; 
- the railways lines with normal/standard gauge or reduse gauge which 

also allowed the complex transports; 
- the aerial ropeway which carrying wood, stone or ore; 
- the electricity transmission network; 
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- the telecomunication networks (appeared in last years)- telephony, 
radiorelay, carriers currents. 
The industrial area was created for iron ore exploitation, for the 

processing of iron ore in secondary and primary products, for the wood 
exploitation used in processing of iron ore and in processing of marble. The 
motley granite is an common element which was continuously exploited and 
today continuous to be exploited. 

 
CASE STUDY DESCRIPTION 

 
Description of area: Nadrag locality is situated in S-W Romania, in 

N-E of Timis District, at Pades Peak base from Poiana Rusca Mountains 
(Pades Peak 1380 m). Nadrag is about 30 km distance from Lugoj city, 
about 90 km distance from Timisoara city and about 30 km distance from 
Faget city. In locality the altitude is between 230- 350 m. In East the locality 
is neighbouring to Obreja locality, in West is neighbouring to Drinova 
village, in S-W is neighbouring to Tincova-Jdioara-Criciova villages, in N-
W to Hauzesti village, with Gladna and Tomesti- Luncani village. The 
settlement is traversing by Pades River with his affluent Cornet River, 
situated near by Izvodea locality and Nadragelul affluent situated near by 
Crivina village. Nadrag River is flow in Timis River between Jdioara and 
Criciova villages. Because the locality is settled between closed valleys and 
ending with Pades  Peak she was developed somehow isolated for a long 
time; and the distance to Gavojdia station (which is 18 km) caused an slow 
development of locality.  

The industrial history of area: The mountains from around of 
locality hide in underground many wealth: iron, manganese, gold, lead, zinc, 
marble, limestone, magnesium limestone. In this area Nadrag-Obreja-
Crivina-Tincova-Fardea (localities), the geological research made in 1956-
1980 have distinguish besides iron, lead, zinc (which was more exploited), 
the useful minerals: gold, silver, cobalt, chrome, uranium. The mining 
research proved that on Nadragului and Cornetului valley was permanently 
deposit sediments, specially in the area of Pades River and Cornet River; in 
this swamps valley was form an alluvial soil, near being the settlements.  
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Fig. 1 Old- “Nadrag” locality    Fig. 2 “Jdioara” locality Fig. 3 Old  locomotives- 
Nadrag 
 

The first researches, in this area, was made by Pesty Frigjes, which 
confirmed that in area was iron mines; in 1844 has made the first mineral 
prospecting on the Izvodin valley and Cornetului valley. In the period of 
First World War the mine activity, from the area, has stoped and by the end 
of 1920 all the mines where closed. But this period it’s in the past, the Iron 
Company from Jdioara is transforming (1844-1866) and the new Company 
headquarters move in Nadrag locality. At the first are bring workers from 
Bohemia, Czech Republic and Hungary. This worker had meet with italian 
workers which were established. The Austrian capital it’s at beginning 
(Zsidovares Eisenwere- the Klein brothers, Nadrager Eisenindustrie 
Geselsehaft with Austrian capital too). In 1924 it’s form the Titan-Nadrag 
group which collaborate with Calan group. The Second World War begin 
when the factories are militarized and profilated on armament production. 
Another event is The Nationalization from July,11 1984 (in that time, the 
industial complex had 6,48 ha). The last phenomenon (begining at 1989) 
which have influentced the industrial complex was the destruction of 
„Ciocanul Nadrag” Factory. 

Fig. 4 Transport locomotives-    Fig. 7 Entry- “Bletoane”             Fig. 8 Cave“Bletoane”     
Nadrag                                                         valley                                             gallery 
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The first priority is the wood transportation. The transportation 
sistem was hydraulic and was based on a few storage dams, then the woods 
are going in downstream on the conveyer trough, builded along streams. 
The funicular railway was less developed, builded on short distance, but had 
ensured the local transport. These funiculares are not coupled at funicular 
network from Poiana Rusca Mountains. The Industrial railways was an 
mechanized transport too. It’s simes to be an mixed railway because all was 
transported with rolling stock: wood, ore from the remote valleys, 
xylanthrax and coal from mountain, stone construction and chalk. The 
prefab materials, the component pieces of new factories and the finished 
products was transported till Gavojdia railway station. In 1896, the railway 
line between Nadrag and Gavojdia had 25 km lenght. From Nadrag locality, 
the reilway rise on different valleys: Pades valley (4-5 km from Gosta chalet 
to Pades and 3-5 km from Caliontu valley to frame saw chalet); Izvodia 
valley had the bifurcation at 2 km upstream, 3-4 km on Magura valley, 3-4 
km on Trei Brazi valley, 16 km on Cornetului valley and 6 km on Nadragel 
valley.  The lines lenght was about 65 km, but the truth lenght overcome 85 
km. Till 1951 year, the line railway was in foresters property, then was in 
factory property with 3 locomotives (the 760 D-t series), 2 passenger 
carriage, 118 different truck for merchandise. Exist and another trolley work 
and the famous „Sageata Albastra”. In the last years, the steam traction was 
replaced with hydraulic diesel traction with L-35H (350 cp) type 
locomotive. The first massive line removal take place in 1959 year on Pades 
valley and Cornetului valley where it’s imposed the car transport, which in 
that time it was considerate more profitable. The end of this line railway 
take place after 1989 year when are saved just a few rolling stock materials, 
arranged in an small industrial history site. Initially the electricity network 
are buided over mountains and bringing electricity from the Glimboca 
Hydropower. The first networks was dimensioned for 110 Volts direct 
current. Once with exploitation of lignite power plant from Paroseni, Jiului 
valley, pass to 220-380 V standardized network, alternating current. In 
pressent, are in fuction just the national networks with high, medium, low 
Voltage. The network from Obreja-Glimboca was demolished to recover the 
iron or wood poles. The telecommunication networks which work in 
industrial area and civil area had an parallel development. The factory 
network more development than the population network. Was a log period 
when the factory was direct contact with The Ministry of Bucharest. If from 
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beginning, the American  Telephone Company has introduced the PBX 
(private automatic exchange) with magneto exchange, after the 
nationalization appears the BC- magneto central office. These was manual 
telephone exchange and then was semi-automatic exchange. The factory 
pass to automatic telephone exchange PBX (private automatic exchange) 
with step by step selectors 7000 type. Are mounted the first “ghost” circuit 
and the first frequency systems (telecommunication service) with carriers 
currents. It try to mounting the radiorelay but the evolution in this domain is 
very fast. Alcatel Company bring in area the international automatic 
exchange. After 1989 only the „civil area” required to landline network. It’s 
introduct the celular telephony, appear the optical cable which replace the 
old underground or aerial networks. At Nadrag Factory named „Ciocanul” 
has produced: ironwork, rolled steel sheet, mining sites, pieces from iron 
and steel, agricultural tools. It was and another two factory one for dioxide 
and another for neutralization of acidic waters. If it was not the event from 
1989 year, the Nadrag locality will have had a economical and social 
different perspective.  

The actual stage of mining industry: In pressent, in mine 
exploitation domain not existe the activity, and some caves are old galleries 
conservation. The know factory „Ciocanul”, unit of steel industry has the 
posibility to produce the chains mining, but with market economy, this 
factory is failed. Once with fall price the locals became unemployed. 
 

RESULTS AND DISCUTION 
 

The situation of old exploitation is very poor. In this situation will be 
destroied. Many are only prospect galleries, another are just works to exploit 
deposits. Because of that the radioactivity level is with more reduced in 
close areas (Tincova, Obreja, Ruschita, Rusca Montana, Ghelar, Teliuc). 

Bletoane valley- at entry barrier was found heterogeneous values 50-
110 Cps, depending of the type of rock measured. The water pH from 
Bletoane stream is 6. On the Bletoanea Mica valley found a gallery which 
was opturated with dynamite at 6 m from entry. It’s known that there was an 
military hospital and in the present it may be found weapons. The 
radiometric values are very small 25-35 Cps, the gallery was dug in 
limestone rock. The same values are found and at marble exploitation from 
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upstream. Big values can find on Bletoanea Mare valley where the rocks 
presents values between 90-120 Cps. 

Izvodia valley- at Izvodia entry it’s found limestone quarry, the 
values are low with 18-25 Cps. About 2 km upstream Izvodea valley has 
separated in Magura valley and Trei Brazi valley. On Magura Valley is 
Dan’s mine at 450 m altitude. Can enter just 2-3 m on horizontal and the 
rest of it is collapsed. Across from the gallery you can see a tailings with 20 
m length, the height is 1 m and the width is 2 m. In galleries can measure 
values 65-85 Cps and in dumps 75-85 Cps. The natural background 
driveways are 60-65 Cps. The “Caprioara” cave is a mine gallery with 27 m 
length, 2,5 m width and 0,1 m height at the entry of the cave. At 25 m of the 
entry is a bifurcation of two galleries with about 3 m length. The gallery was 
a magnetite exploitation; can recognize very easily fillet ore. The altitude 
which is situated the gallery is little over 500 m. The radiometric values in 
left gallery are 70-85 Cps and in the right gallery are 50 Cps. 
 

 

Fig. 9 “Izvodia” valley-                       Fig. 10 Dan’s mine                 Fig. 11 “Hotului”  
limestone exploitation                                                                             valley-gallery                       
 

Hotului valley- on this valley are identified three short galleries 
about 3 m length, 2-5 m width and 2 m height. A few meters upstream to the 
cave is found the “Stalpi” cave, old gallery conservation about 40 m length 
and 2-2,5 m height. 

Cornet valley- this valley have radiometric values about 18-25 Cps, 
but in camp area was found values about 75-85 Cps, in the waterfall area 
was found values about 45-50 Cps. In the exploitation area where was 
granite de radiometric values were higher 80-108 Cps. Near the exit of the 
valley, you can see a beautiful work of art that was once a loop back for 
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locomotives. And in this area, levels are homogeneous, and are about 45 to 
50 Cps. 

 

 
 
Fig. 13 The camp        Fig. 14 The waterfall          Fig. 15 The “Cornet” mine 

CONCLUSIONS 

In area are many old exploitation mines. Some of them are in 
exploration stage, another was in exploitation. The ores which was 
exploitation was magnetite and limonite. The bought ore type are not 
radioactive, in principle. From evaluation radiometric results, that some 
areas are with an hight level radioactivity. The dumps or gallery which are 
less of number has not particular level of radioactivity, just some galleries 
are detected radioactive gases. The area camp for the tourists are near 
Nadrag locality. Because this locality has such a industrial history it’s an 
information source for tourists. Both, the locality and the surroundings are 
favorable for an ecological tourism development; the area is among the few 
that don’t has environmental issues. 
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